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Pnepnce

- - -=--,:'i of the Uniyersity of Mataram it is a pleasure and a great honor for me to welcome
- -::::* Island and to this internationai seminar on economig culture and environment.

- - - . : :: of the state universities in Indonesia which was founded in 1964. At the beginning of
. :,-r '-'.-::,ent, it was only Law Faculty foilowed by Economic Faculty few years later. Now,

-"--- -,. =ight faculties, i.e. law, economic, agriculture, animal husbandry, engineering,-medical,
- ' : j : :: :: :aculties rvith about L000 more lecturers and 450 supporting staffs and 17 000 students.
-:'j - :::'- Cctober 2010, we celebrated our 48th anniversary. 48 years old if we make an analogy as
- : : :: : : a human being is certainly a mature age. We realize that Unram is as it is now, because of

i - - : -::s :rom both Sovernment and stakeholders. To respond to this, Unram will continue to
-:::''; lts maturity in all aspects. For instance, in recent years, our university has significantly: I : . '''.I the competency and qualification of its staff. This can be seen from the increase ln number
': -:: siaff rvho gained their Ph.D from both domestic and overseas universities, including the
:::::-ie ln uumber of the professors. This is relevant as an approach to indicate progress. Now, we::' :: 

""'ork 
even harder to reach our goal to be one of the World Class Universities. Because, we

- - , . :.:jge potentials that need to be tackled professionally.
\\'e have wide range of dry land area in both Sumbawa and Lombok island. In terms of:::.':':s, tve have standard laboratories to conduct collaborative research. So far, we have joint

': j:r-ii rvith Nagoya University, Jichi Meclical School in Japan, Arizona State University in United
--'-.=' ra Trobe University in Australia, Utrecht University in The Netherlands, SOAS in England.

= '':ect to have more joint research in the future as this giobal world requires. This is also
--:;ative tl.rat we need more colleagues to collaborate with in handling related issues for the

: . : :::::ient of the future life.
Holvever, let us see what is going on in our region where malls, supermarkets, housing--::lex are built on very productive lancls which sometimes are not baseJ on comprehensive

= 
- ':3nmental studies. We expect that not in a very long time Unram would show its existence and

':.=::rlic contribution on this global trend. This seminaris one of the efforts to show the world that: -rrst and ready to work together hand in hand to face the world's corru,on concern. Tirere is an
-::::'t need of saving our planet from an even detrimental destruction. One of them is climate and
. : . .:;nmental change, another is economic and cultural change.

In terms of economics, the discourse among Asean countries to uni$r their currerrcy system
' :'- interesting issue to be addressed proportionally. This seminar is expected to contribute some::.-::ple ideas and strategies on how Asean should tackle their intemal problems to reach'::;':nious cooperation among its members. In relation tc culture, there is a massive c6ange in this
' -::l rvorld' We are expected to refer to our local wisdoms as a filter of values which are
:=-'::tictive. Those issues aretaddressed proportionally in this seminar. Theref6re, I expect that wel:: ::; in this place to contribute our best to tackle relevant issues based on our olvn discipline.

Last but not least, we'ueed to give a special appreciation to tl're committee of this seminar
-.:::'rse of their efforts tlris important event could be realized. Having said that, please exc,se any::::.r'enience that vre may cause. Finalty, have a great semina. or,d pl"rr" unloy youi stay in- ::ok. Wassalamu'alaikr.rm Wr Wb .Thank you

,./Lr,,,--,. .,2,1,..rr. .. // ri:. y';.,.,,,/-, zrzr
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lnventing Sgientific Value of Local Wisdoml A Lesson
from'Warige Sasak in Lombok, lndonesia

by
Mansur Ma'shum*, Mahrup, lsmail Yasin and Husni ldris

Research Cantcr for Wnter Rcsource and Agroclimate, Mataram Uniaersity(Emnil: mahrup@telkom:::

It has been very long time, indigenous Sasak tribe in Lombok refers to local wisdom

warige as a' seasonal climate forecasting. This model was well known b), traditional farmers .-

southern Lombok. In modern day, local wisdom is being ignored because of scient:'

approaches in climate forecasting. A descriptive research was carried out by interviewing Ic,:.

people who are still practicinguarige and literature review was also conducted. Research r', l
inrplemented in two stages. First of all, study on how does unrige uork in 2005 to 2007 and ::.
second stage was a study on mechanism of physical interaction inunrige system in 2008 to 2C,-t

TlTe purpose of the first study was to explore basic principals of zuarige. The purpose of ':t
second research was to study mechanisms which possibiy make zoarige able to predict seaso:,:

rainfall. It was found from the first study that warige model considers position of sun a-:

moon relative to earth latitude. It means thatwarige has a scientific consideration. The m:.
critical step in wnrige is determination of tumbuk which is a period when sun is on overheac :

midday. Phase of the moon at the time of tumbuk is attributed to characteristic of rainfall in'.-..

next rainy seasorr. lf. tumbuk occurs at date 6,t'of a local calendqr means that the next seas:-

will be more rain (wet), at date 16th means normal rainfall, whereas it will be dry seasor.

tumbuk occurs at 26th. Result of the second study revealed that position of sun above the Indii-

Ocean at the date 20tt'of the month 10'h of Sasnk calendar (third week of Fe.bruary) l-:-

significant effect on rainfall pattern at the end of rainy season. Traditionally, it is coincjdes ::

nyale event (sea worm catching time) in southern beaches of Lombok. This event is believed ::

have correlation with rainfall pattern. It can be concluded that warige model has included effe:

of global factors, mainly interaction of gravitational force of sun, moon and earth to the ocea--,

It makes uarige as a unique model in which scientific concepts were integrated.

Keywords: uarige, climate foyecastittg, tumbuk, nyale and local wisdom

I

lNrRoouctloN

Warige is a model of traditional climate forecasting. This model is an example of loca

wisdonr Lrelong to Scsak hibe in Lombok,Indonesia. As an indigenous knowledge, roarigc is n:
Ionger practiced in modern societl, of Sasak. It is oniy referred by haditional communities i:
Southern Lonrbok, particularly at villages of dry land agriculture areas. Mahrup et a[., (20C7

found that uarige model has a scientific basic of which global factors, such as position of su:
and moon relative to earth latitude are considered. There is no modern climate forecastin-:

whicll includes effect of the moon on predicting climate variability. However, inwatiga syster.
nroon plrase and its position are essentially considered. It makes the uarige as a unique mode-

and scientifically accepted.

LiteraLures were carefully traced to get scientific arguments. How both sun and moo:
could possibly affect rainfall pattern ? *Tjasyono (2007) explained that sun is the only mal-
source of heat energy on earth. Intensity of heat energy received on earth surface varie

.. /L r,, r.,.,,. . .7)../.,,.rio.. / / /:i' .'1,,'..,,. /-, ? t t,E
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according to earth latitude. Equatorial zone receives high intensity of heat energy. This zone

extends from 23.5o North to 23.5n South latitude. Lon'rbok island is geographically located at
116o15'11"-'116o24'5" E and 8o 5'1.1" - 8o 9'33"). Borders of the hopical zone at northern
hemisphere is called tropic cancer laid on Indian continent and southern border in southern
henrisphere is callec{ tropic cnpricont Iaid across Australian continent (Baker-Finch, et al.,

1973:20-21; Anonym, 1984:1pa8-1051). The intensity of sun energy successively decreases as the

latitude increase, either toward northern or southern latitude. Revolution of earth on its orbit
results in variation of light intensity. Keppler revealed that earth revolves on an elliptical path
or orbit with sun as a center'(Serway, 1990:362), It takes 365Vr, days for earth to complete one

period of revolution. While revolution, earth rotates on its axis w'ith a period of 24 hours, three

minutes 56 seconds in solnr day or 23 hours, 56 minutes, and four seconds in sidcrcal dny

(Anonynr, 1986:4). At the Lime of sun is at equator, position of equinoxes all places on earth get
sinrilar day hour of 12 hours (Baker-Finch, et a1.,"1973).

At the time of sun is on tropic cancer (22"d June), northern hemisphere receives higher
sunlight intensily then southern hemisphere. On the other hand at the time of sun is on hopic
Cnpricorn (22''r December), it will be high sun rays intensity received on southern hemisphere.
Difference in the sunlight intensity received between northern and southern hemisphere
results in climate variation between both sides. Rainy season, of course coincides with the iun
is on eaclr side (Baker-Finch, et a1.,1973:20-21).

It was hard to believe that moon has significant effect on rain pattern. There is no
modern models of climate forecasting which includes effect of the moon. Sir Isaac Newton
discovered law of gravitation in the 1600's. The law explained that the sun and the moon exert
a pull (force) on the earth called gravitation. The force (F) is proporbional to the mass Qrr) of the
bodies and inversely proportional to the square of the distance (r). The law is formulated as

follotus F =G. nu x m2f r2 (Serway, 1990:364-368).

The moon's gravity pulls the water nearest the moon slightly away from the solid part of
the earth. At the same time , the moon pulls the solid earth slightly away from the water on the
opposite side of the earth. In this way, the moon's gravi$ produce two bulges on the sea.
These bulges are position of high tides. Tides follow the moon in its apparent motion and move
around the earth under gravitational force of the moon. When the sun and the moon are
pulling at the same line, as they do at full moon and new moon. The forces pull simultaneously
at the time of near new and full moon, high spring tides result. When sun and moon pull at
right angles, as when the moon is in its first and last quarters, low neap tides occur. The neap
tide does not rise as high as usual. Tides also take place in ahnosphere. It is sirnilar to those in
the sea. It is caused by moon's gravitation as well. At earth's surface, the tides are called ftrrrnr
u,ilds. The lunar winds blow at speed of about 0.08 km/hour. They blow eastward in the
morniug and westward in the evening. High and low tides in atmosphere conie twice daily.
There also are high stages that are equivalent to the sea spring's tide (Anonym, 1986; World
Book, 1999).

Thus, there is one fuil moon and one new moon every month. The interval between one
full moon and the next is approximately 291/z days. There are two motion taking place, namely:
(1) rotation of the earth on its axis anC (2) the revolution of the moon arounC the earth. The
moon moves about 12o around the earth each day. Belween successive risings of the moon, tl're
earth makes a complete rotation days (Anonym, 1986; World Book, 1999).

Tlrere are two dafum used in zunrige model, namely tunfuuk and, nyale event. Truuht* is
iime where sun is on over head at midday in Lombok. It occurs on October 15th which indicates
the month 6th in Sasak calendar. The phase of the moon at the time of tunfuuk is associated to
characteristic of rainfall for next season. If twnhtk occurs at date 6th of a local calendar means
that the next season will be more rain (wet), at date L6th means normal rainfall, whereas it will
b.e dry season if hmfuuk occurs at 26th. Nyale event is haditionally celebrated by local people in
sbuthern beaches on the date 20rh of month fenth in Snsnk calendar. It is the-.time where sea

..//.,to,-,-. . .7,,,4,,..r,r... // /.t' . t. ,'.,,,. /., :// //
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worm, nyile (Eclrcrin aeridis) is harvested in southern beaches, Indian Ocean. Result of tl.
second study revealed that position of the sun above the Indian Ocean at tire date of rryc-

catching time (in third week of Fdbruary) has significant effect on rainfall pattern at the end c

rainy season. Scientifically, this event has correlation with effect of the sun onto evaporatic:

rate, atmospheric pressure, sea surface temperature and biological activities in Indian Ocean.

Objectives

The purpose of tl're researches were to explore basic principals of uarige and to stud,

nreclranisrns which possibly ntake warige able to predict seasonal rainfall.

Hypothesis

There are scientific n\echanisms and value which enable uaige model to be used as :

climate forecasting.

METHoD

A descriptive research was carried out by interviewing Iocal people who are s:*

practicing zuarig. Literature review was also conducted. Research was implemented in h':
stages. First stage, study on how does zuarige u,ork, inrylenrcnted in 2005 to 2007 and the secon:

stage was a study on mechanisms of physical interaction in zunige system, conducted in 2008 ::

2009. The first study was conducted by: (1) interviewing local resources or people who a::

knowledgeable in utnige, (2) conducting a literature review, and (3) learning from existi;:
ancient scripts written on woods or palm leave. Computer simulaLion using Planet Watch 1-'

version was used to determine ephemeral data, namely position of sun, and moon relative ::

the earth latitude. The time of turnbuk, i.e. the sun is on over head (at right angle) on middy :-

Lombok (8.5o - 8.9oS) was directly observed on October 15tt. Phase of the moon at the time :

hunbuk was also observed at night. Local practices in observing the sun tunbuk and mo:-
plrase were demonstrated by local people who are still practicingunrigc. All procedures ha,'-

beeu documented. 
. I

The date of nyale harvesting in southern beaches was determined using calculation :

local calendar. It occurs on date 19th or 20th of month tenth. It coincides with Februa:

Position of tlie sun at the date of nydle was determined using Planet Watch version 2nd. T::
position of sun is classified.into two, namely: the sun is still at south of Java trench (>11e S ) o:

has been at north of the Java trench (< 11'S. Java trench is located at 10o - 11o S. The tren-'

extends from east, comnenced from south beaches of Sumbawa island, Lombok, Bali, Java a::
ended to west beaches of Sumatera.

ReSULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Observation of Sun's Position

Tire n'rost critical stage in warige system is the determination of tuubuk and moon ph:*i.

wlriclr is coincidence at the time of tmtbuk. Position of sun tunbuk is observed by standing r
midday. it is conducted in the rnonth sixth cf Sasak- calendar or in Cctober.

Tlie way of local people observe the sun's revolution is illushated in Figure 1.
JUNE +--- +---oEcEMsER

Nonh *6- - -**Y.-- ' o4-, sourh

o"/IY- ..- -.-. o(f )o
a\-/p ' . D};'q'a- ^ I&m ---+ {} --}oe."rue,,

U
OBSERVER

. Southern

J

Figure 1. Illushation of Sun Revolution in Southern Hen-risphere
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Observation is directed to a point where the sun is raising in the morning. Local people
use natural things'or some things stand on fixed place, such as hill, a big treelo indicite ihe
end point of sun move to northward or southward. Observers are always at the same place
whenever they do observation. Tunfuuk occurs when the sun is exactly o., orrer head at midday;
there is no shadow at either sides. Figure 2 shows how to observe ttnnbtrk in traditional
practice'

December

***

Figure 2. Traditional Practice in ObservingTumbuk

At period of tunfuttk the sun rays make a right angle in Lombok. The sun goes
southward and give ib heat energy onto Indian Ocean. It results in increasing evaporation rate
in the ocean, increasing sea surface temperature and relative humidity of atmisphere. Snellius
law explains that incoming radiation which is on right angle onto a-flat plane (earth surface)
produces the highest intensity (Serway, 1990). Energy oi run reaches the earth surface is
constant of about 1,367 w*t/n2, or 3.67x 70zt call per per day with albid,o of about 30%.
Tenrporal and spatial variation of the energy from the run or, earth surface depends on position
of the earth on its orbit (fjasyono, 2007). Scientific illustration of ealth revolution is described
in Figure 3.

oAq -<(i )F

"AJTDYa.{CP

: -- :

a.::-

,'l'. ,

i.Efll
bulan ke i

tn
., lf--a-'

f-t .,,

Figure3.PositionoftheeaJuronitsorbitduringRevoIution

It is clear from Figure 3 that the earth revolves around the sun once a year, and rotate
laily on its axis which inclines at 66.5o to orbital plane. The sun is on right ang6 in Lombok (at
E 5" S) on October 15th every year. In term of climite is conc"rn, there urJfou, iositions of earth,
mmely: summer solstice on June 2l.st, Autumn equinox on Septemb et 21"., Wint., solstice on
December 21't, and Spring equinox on March 21$. Similarly, iaigesystem nanie tuutfuulr at the
time when the earth at that position on October 15tt when the sun makes a right angle in
Iambok. It calls ombek nyale when the earth is on that position at about mid 

-February. It
coincides with nyale harvesting time.
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On its journey revolves the sun, the earth find its closest distance, called perilrcliott.It is
about 147 x 1.06 km away from the sun on 3'd ]anuary. While on 4th July, the earth is on longest
distance, called aphelion. The earth is 152,007 x 106 km away from the sun (Linacre and Hobbs,
1982:1,5; Anonim,1986;4-7). Period of revolution is 365y4 days in three successive years and it is
366 days for tl-re year forth. Radius of the. orbit is 1.49x1011m (Prendergast and Hammond,
1979:166-771).

Phase and Position of moon

LNarige considers moon as a main parameter controlling variation in rainfall or climate
variability. Local people put attention on new moon. They put a mark (a pi") on special wood
to indicate the day one of the incoming month. They move the mark or a pin every days tilt the
end of the month. Anonym (1986) gave a scientific illushation of moon's position relative to
the earth and the sun on particular dates (Figure 4)
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Figure 4. Position of the Moon Relative to the Earth and the Sun

Figure 4 shows position of moon relative to the earth and the sun. There are four positior.
which have significan effect on ocean (Anonym,1986), namely: (1) the earth, the moon, and the
sun is in one shight line. It takes place on two condition. First on the date Lst when new mooi
apPears. The moon lies in between the earth and the sun. Second on date 15ti, full moon. Here
earth lies between the sun and the moon. While sun earth and moon are on one stright line, tht
biggest gravitational force from the sun and moon exert onto the earth (Anonim, 1986:4). Th=
forces pull the liquid part (water) on earth. It causes high tide or spring tide on sea or wate:
body in land which are nearest to the moon's position. (2) the moon, the earth and sun mak.:
riglrt angles. It causes small tide, neap tide . This takes place in twice a month, i.e on first quarte:
(date 8il) and on last quarter (date 23"t; (Anonim, 7986:4-5; Serway, '1,990:364-365; Anonin'.
1999). . t

Warige incorporates the effect of graviattional force from the moon and the sun in a ven
sinlple model described in Figure 5.
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Warige Medel for Climate Forecasting

Moon of date 6th and 26th represents first and last quarter respectively. Moon of da::
l6th represents full moon. This model is realy simplificalion of a very complex interach::
between the sun, the moon and earth. Cornputer simulation was conducted to prove the mod.
TIre result shows that in 50'years, turubuk does not always occur exactely on those three dat--
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It could be close by, but the effect is similar to the date in which it closes to.lf tunbuk occurs at
date 6tl of a local calendar means that the next season will be more rain (wet season), at date

16tr' nreans normal rainfall, whereas it will be dry season if tumbuk occurs at 261h. Modern
system also classifies climate characteristics into three categories, e.g. It is named La Nina for
wet season, Normal, and El-Nino for dry season (less rain).

How warige could explain the relation between phase of the moon and rain pattern ? The
relationship is not direct, but indirect relation. Results of computer simulation conducted in
the second study shows that tuntbuk at 26h of lunar date is followed by higher freqwency of
full moon or new moon and the sun are on a stright line to the earth in southern latitude
(southern hemisphere) during a period of rainy seasons. High tides or spring tides frequintely
occur in southern sea, e.g. southern part of Indian ocean. This high tides could cause turbulance

which mixes hot water on upper layers or surface layers and cold water at bottom layers.

Consequently, sea surface temperature decreases and low evaporation rate. Linacre and Hobbs
(1977:1,A2-1,03) explained that ocean has a mixed layer where temperature is verticaly constant
up to 50 m depth, and temperahrre decrease as it goes down. For example, average surface
temperature of Indian ocean is about 22o, it sharply decreases in the depth more then 200 rir. On
the other l'rand, if tumbuk en Stlt, the moon, sun and earth on a stright line frequently occur in
nothern latitude. It means that high tides or spring tides take place more frequent in nothern
pars. At the same time, southern seas is in calm condition during a period of rainy season. In
such condition, surface sea temperature is kept high, then evaporation rate is high as well.
Tumbuk on 16th is followed by condition in which the sun, the'moon and the earth are on one
line with similar frequency for either side.

Phase of the moon

Phase of the moon indicates a portion of the moon's surfacp which reflects the sun light
and it is visible from the earth. Phase of the moon consists of four phases (Anonim,1999),
nanrely: ('l) nau ntoon phase, (2) first qurter at date Btr,, (3) Ildl ntoon and (4) lnst qurteur a date 23'.r.

Moon is named according to its appearance. It is called bulan sabit, crcscent, at date 5th for less

than half appears. Development of the moon from creasent to haU moon is called zonxirrg (date
8'h) Moon appears bigger .than haLf, but less than full moon is called gibbous (date 11tt). Change
of nroon from full moon to new moon is called waning. Full moon is on the date 151h. Last
quarter is on the cl3[g fJrtl, and old moon is on the 30m. Detail of moon phas.e is illushated in
Figure 5 which was copied from Anonym (1986:15-16).

Figure 5. Development of Moon Phase

Datum Nyale as an Indicator of Rain Pattern

Harvesting nyale, sea worm (Eclrcrcia aeitlis) is haditional celebration conducted by local
conrnrunity in southern beaches. It is to celebrate the princes of Mnndalike (who threw her self
into sea for peacefull and irumanitarian reason. It is a very famous folk story (foiklor) of Sirsak

tribe in Lombok. IVyale is usually harvested in southern beaches (Indian ocean) on 19th or 20th

of month tentl-r in Sasak caledar (third week of February). While in Pacific ocean, e.g.
conrmunities in Samoan Islprds (14o 0' 5,171o 0' W), the similar sea worms are harvested in
November 20th every yeai. Here, sea worms appear two months after the sun passes equator
on September 21't. The sun locates at 19.6o S on 20th of November.

It seems that the story of Princes Manctatike is a personification of sea worm living in
corral reefs under indian ocean, Anciester of Sasak tribe was aware that how importent is the
nynlc (sea worm) as a natulal resource for the best nutrition. A great attention to the time of
nyale's day has been put by local people from generation to generation. However, there had
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been no explanation untill Mahrrp et al.,{2007) published their research on the matter. A
scientific lesson could be drawn from the nyale event. It can be stated that tyale with its unique
clraracteristic was used inzuarige system as one of the most important biological indicator for
climate variabilities..

Local communily believes that if there is no heavy rain on the date of nyalc, they will get
a little nyale on bgaches. Heavy rain, onfuek nyale in local name will be followed by huge amount
of sea worms floating on thE beaches. Linacer and Hobbs (1977:146-156) reported that scientific
approches are developed for climate forecasting. In early time, climate forecasting is commonly
stated in folklors. Nowadays, scientific approaches have been developed. In term of nyale

ivent in Lombok, two observations i.e. event on February 26tr,,2008 and February 1,41h,2009

were documented as in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Position of the sun on February 26th, 2008 and February 12th 2009 Relative to ]ava
Trench in Indian Ocean

It is clear from Figurq 6 tl'rat the sun was at 8.9o S on nyale event, 26th February 2008 and It
was at 13o S on 14th Febrdary 2009. The both events were on 20f of the month tenth of local
calendar. As border of those position is Java trench located at LloS The Java kench is 7,450 m
depth (Anonim, 1986:16). The hench is about 230 km to the south from southern beaches in
Lombok. Deep water body could play a significant role in heat energy budget and food chain
in oceanic ecosystem. It could also affect hydrological cycle and caracteristic of atmosphere
above Indian ocean. A huge heat energy could be conserved in the deep hench and it is

released into atmosphere along with water favour. Lenacre dan Hobbs (1977:96-77), reported
tlrat Indian ocean get heat energy as much as 113 W /m2, and average sea surface temperature is

22.2"C. Average evaporation rate is 1320 mm per year and raifall is about 1170 mm per annum.
Heat energy captured on surface is transferer downward through conuectiott process. It forms a

tenrperature gradient in the hench, e.g. 22.2"C on the surface dan 1.9 oC in 3000 m depdr
(Lenacre dan Hobbs, 7977:46-47 dan Dejong, et a1.,1990:100-105).

There is no doubt that position of the sun relative to the kench brings about significant
effect on rainfall pattern in regions nearby the trench. Serway (1990:1072-"1093), O'Dwyer
(1981:502-503) and Dejong, ef al. (1990:100-105) explained that refractioh in water is determined
by an angle of incoming light. The incoming light in water is refracted (pass through) into
deeper layers. If the incoming light makes a small angle againi normal line i.e. the sun is on
right angle to the water stirface, then sun light will penehate further down into deeper layers.
In rtater the light intensity will attenuate depending on water oroperties. It is one possible
mechanism by which zuarigc coulC be developed as a scientific tool for climate forecasting.
Wnrige is no longer mitos, but scientific values will come as we learn more from the local
wisdom.

Rainfall pattern in retaltion to position of the sun relative to Java hench at tlie date of
nyale ivent is presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Trend of Rainfall in Different Position of the Sun Relative to Java Trench: Data in 2008
(left hand) and Data 2009 (right hand)

As can be seen from Figure 7 that rainfall intensity was very high in February and Marclr
2008 when the sun had passed the hench at the date of nyale (26ttr February 2008). The sun was
at 8.9' S when nyale ivent.l The rainfall intensity sharply decresed from March to April. In
February 14tt1,2009 when the sun was at 13'S during nyile ivent, rainnfall intensity in FeLruary
and March were lower than previous year. Rainfall intensity smootly decreased from March to
April and so on till ]une. Varia.tion of rainfall in this region is a local fenomena which is affected
by local factors as well. This fact supports the reason why the warige is being practiced by local
people for hundreds of years.

CoNcl-ustott

1 Warige model was developed under scientific mechanisms in which interaction between
the sun, the moon and the earth were considered

2 Effect of local factors e.g. heat energ'y balance in Indian ocean was integrated in warige
system which enable it to predict varaibility of rainfall in the region.

3 Warige refers to 
-two 

distinguished periods in determining climate variabilit'7, namely:
tumbuk is to indicate rain pattern during rainy season, and nynle ivent to piedict rain
pattern at the end of rainy season.
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